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Targeted Couponing in Online Auctions 

Vidyanand Choudhary and Shivendu Shivendu 

Forthcoming in Information Systems Research 

Abstract 

 

In order to study the role of targeted couponing in auctions, we develop a stylized model in which bidders 

have heterogeneous valuations and participation costs wherein their entry probabilities are endogenous. 

Couponing impacts the seller’s profit in two ways: (i) impact on bidders’ entry probability including 

negative externalities for the bidder who does not receive a coupon and (ii) value extraction. We find that 

targeting a coupon to the low-valuation bidder can be optimal for the firm even if it leads to a reduction in 

the joint entry probability of the two bidders because of the benefit from value extraction. A novel result is 

that in the context of auctions it can be optimal for the seller to issue targeted coupons to the high-valuation 

bidder. We also find that an increase in the bidders’ valuation or reduction in the participation cost can lead 

to lower profit for the seller. This result is driven by the non-monotonicity of the joint entry probability of 

the two bidders and the seller profits being non-monotone functions of bidders’ valuations and participation 

costs.  

 

Keywords: Online auction, couponing, second-price auction, targeted couponing, participation cost, entry 

probability 
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1. Introduction 

Academic researchers have studied the impact of couponing and targeted couponing on consumers, 

sellers and social welfare in the retail context. The analytics and big data technology that has enabled 

targeted couponing in the retail context also makes it feasible for online auctions. There is some evidence 

to suggest that online auction platforms are starting to offer coupons. For example, eBay provides a third-

party hosted couponing solution through MyStoreRewards “to offer cash back and coupons to buyers.”1 

Aucser.com allows online auction sellers to create a working coupon on the fly. The coupon can be either 

a dollar value, or a percentage of the winning bid, and it can be set to expire on a certain date, or after 

certain number of uses. Aucser.com also allows sellers to target the coupons and track redemptions. 

Similarly, SkyAuction.com gives coupons to bidders and the winning bidder receives a $50 discount for 

auctions in certain time periods. However, there is scant research on the implications of targeted couponing 

in the context of online auctions. In contrast, there is a rich literature on the role of targeted couponing in 

the retail context. In this paper we seek to bridge this gap between literature on targeted couponing in the 

retail context and online auctions. 

What is the rationale for couponing in the retail setting and is that rationale applicable in an auction 

context? While the literature on couponing in the retail context has focused largely on the role of couponing 

as a second degree price discrimination mechanism (Narasimhan, 1984; Levedahl, 1984; Sweeney, 1984; 

Varian, 1989), some researchers have also examined the role of targeted couponing in the retail context 

(Shaffer & Zhang, 1995).2 In the retail context, couponing is used to expand the market by either allowing 

lower valuation consumers or consumers who purchase from other sellers to purchase the product. Also, 

couponing in the retail context, does not create any externalities on consumers who do not receive the 

coupon.  

                                                           
1 http://workshops.ebay.com/thread.jspa?threadID=130000733 
2 For the role of coupons as a price discrimination mechanism in a distribution channel, see Gerstner et al (1994). 

http://workshops.ebay.com/thread.jspa?threadID=130000733
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The auction context is different in three important ways: (i) couponing does not lead to market 

expansion, (ii) couponing creates negative externalities on consumers who do not receive the coupon as 

they have to compete with coupon-bearing consumers to win the auction and (iii) bidders incur a cost to 

participate in the auction (participation cost) because they have to learn the rules of the auction, wait for 

auction to be over before realizing whether they win the item etc. This cost of participation is different from 

that in the retail context where the literature has focused on the cost of clipping coupons which is tied to 

the use of coupons. Whereas, in the auction context, the participation costs are not linked to the usage of 

coupons but are related to participation in the auction. These differences between the retail and auction 

contexts may lead to different couponing strategies. For example, since couponing leads to negative 

externalities in auctions, couponing low-valuations consumer may not be profit enhancing because it hurts 

high-valuation consumers. This may change the conditions under which targeted couponing is optimal and 

may create new opportunities for couponing that leverage the externalities. 

In this paper we study the role of coupons in auctions and focus on the following research questions. 

What are the conditions that support targeted couponing in online auctions? To whom should the seller 

target the coupons? What factors determine the face value of the coupon? How does couponing impact the 

strategies of the bidders? What are the differences in targeted couponing in auctions from prior literature 

on couponing in retail contexts?  

In order to study these questions, we develop an analytical model with two types of bidders who 

are heterogeneous in their valuations and participation costs. The seller has information about bidder types 

but is uncertain about their participation costs and can leverage information about bidder types to issue 

targeted coupons. As discussed before, bidders incur a participation cost because they have to learn the 

rules of the auction, and wait for the auction to be over before realizing whether they win the item etc. Since 

higher valuation bidders on average place a higher value on their time, in our model, high-valuation bidders 

on average, face higher participation costs. Furthermore, in our conceptualization, each bidder takes into 
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account his3 participation cost, the probability of winning the auction, and the expected surplus if he wins. 

The bidders enter the auction when their expected surplus is non-negative. The seller can influence bidders’ 

decision to enter the auction by issuing coupons and her couponing strategy depends on the relative values 

of three parameters: the valuations of the low- and high-valuation bidders and the relative participation cost 

of the low-valuation bidder.  

One novel result in the context of couponing in auction setting, that is different from prior literature 

on couponing in retail setting, is that, it can be optimal to target the low-valuation bidder even when he 

always enters the auction. This is different from the literature where coupons are typically used to entice 

consumers who may not otherwise purchase (Narasimhan, 1984). To understand this result, note that in 

online auctions, coupons impact seller’s profit in two distinct ways: (i) value extraction from the bidder 

who wins the auction and (ii) impact on bidders’ entry probabilities. Since a bidder who has a coupon will 

be willing to bid higher than his valuation, one role of coupons in auctions is to enhance value extraction 

from the winner of the auction. The value extraction role of coupons does not exist in couponing literature 

in the retail context. The second role of couponing is to influence bidders’ entry probabilities, which are 

endogenous. The entry probability of each bidder depends on their expected surplus from participating in 

the auction and the seller can impact the expected surplus of the bidders through her couponing strategy -- 

the bidders who receive a coupon are more likely to enter whereas those who do not are less likely to enter. 

The couponing literature in the retail context has modeled the positive impact of coupons on purchase 

probability whereas in the auction context, coupons also have a negative externality on the entry probability 

of bidders who do not receive coupons. The optimal couponing strategy depends on the balance of the 

benefits and the costs of value extraction and bidders’ entry probabilities.   

Another interesting finding is that, in the context of online auctions it can be optimal for the seller 

to issue targeted coupons to the high-valuation bidder. In contrast, prior literature recommends issuing 

coupons to low-valuation consumers for price discrimination or to marginal consumers to poach them from 

                                                           
3 The seller is she and bidder is he throughout the paper. 
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competitors (Narasimhan, 1984; Levedahl, 1984; Sweeney, 1984; Varian, 1989; Shaffer & Zhang, 1995; 

Fudenberg and Tirole, 2000). The strategy of targeting the high-valuation bidder is driven by the impact of 

coupons on the joint entry probability of both bidders. This occurs because in a two-bidder model, the seller 

obtains strictly positive profit only when both bidders enter the auction. Since couponing exhibits negative 

externalities, therefore, in order to maximize profit, the firm seeks to optimize the bidders’ joint entry 

probability by targeting either the high-valuation or the low-valuation bidder depending on their entry 

probabilities. If the entry probability of the low-valuation bidder is low, then the seller seeks to optimize 

the joint entry probability by targeting the low-valuation bidder. On the other hand, when the entry 

probability of the high-valuation bidder is low, the firm targets that bidder to increase the joint entry 

probability.  

Whereas one may expect seller’s profit to increase with bidders’ valuations and decrease with their 

participation costs, we find that the seller’s profit is non-monotone in valuations and participation costs of 

the bidders.  This non-monotonicity of the profit is driven by non-monotonicity in the joint entry probability 

of the two bidders. In other words, high valuation or low participation costs of one bidder boost his entry 

probability but will lower the joint entry probability when this bidder’s entry probability is high enough.  

Finally, we find that it is never optimal for the firm to target both bidders with coupons. As 

discussed before, coupons have two roles: value extraction and impact on bidder entry probability. The 

value extraction role does not generate any extra benefit by couponing both bidders compared to issuing 

coupon to only one bidder. Moreover, issuing coupons to both bidders provides lower marginal benefit 

from changes in joint entry probability because the coupons work at cross-purposes. However the cost of 

couponing increases significantly because the winning bidder always cashes his coupon even when he alone 

enters the auction. Thus the net profit impact of issuing coupons to both bidders is negative and hence it is 

not optimal to issue coupons to both bidders. 

1.1 Literature Review 

With the advent of personalization technologies, it has become rather commonplace for sellers to 

identify individual consumers and “tailor their promotional prices to consumers on a one-to-one basis” 
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(Shaffer & Zhang, 2002). For example, online content-enabled workflow solutions provider LexisNexis 

sells to different users at different prices (Shapiro & Varian, 1999). Online commercial transactions enable 

sellers to collect and analyze data at the individual buyer level to decipher each buyer’s willingness to pay 

for a certain good and adopt personalized pricing strategies (Choudhary et al, 2005; Chen & Iyer, 2002). 

Researchers have also studied targeted couponing as a competitive strategy to poach rival firms’ loyal 

customers (Shaffer & Zhang, 1995; Bester & Petrakis, 1996; Fudenberg & Tirole, 2000); and couponing to 

convert buyers into repeat loyal consumers (Fong & Liu, 2012).  

Bapna et al. (2008) use data from Yankee and uniform-price multiunit auctions to predict bidders’ 

willingness to pay (WTP) and report that their estimates are within 2% of bidders’ revealed WTP. There is 

extensive empirical literature in Information Systems area on auctions. This research has studied differences 

between online and offline auctions (Overby & Jap, 2009), role of bidders and bidder characteristics (Ariely 

& Simonson, 2003; Bapna et al 2004), interdependence between different auctions (Bapna et al., 2009), 

and the impact of auction design on outcome and bidding behavior (Bapna et al., 2003; Gallien & Gupta, 

2007; Goes et al., 2010). The role of seller search for a high-valuation buyer and buyer search for an 

appropriate product and low price are key to the growth of online auctions, and the search behavior impacts 

market outcome and efficiency (Kuruzovich et al., 2010).  

There have been some notable exceptions where IS researchers have undertaken analytical 

investigations of online auctions, especially design of keyword auctions (Liu et al., 2010), design of online 

auctions (Liu & Chen 2006; Kannan, 2012; Kannan, 2010), and analysis of simultaneous use of online 

auctions and posted-prices (Etzion et al., 2006). These studies informed our research, although we restrict 

our attention to the role of targeted coupons in online auctions. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In §2, we present the model, and in §3, we 

examine the benchmark case in which seller does not issue any coupons. In §4, we examine the seller’s 

optimal targeted couponing strategy. We discuss our results and identify suitable theoretical and managerial 

implications in §5, and conclude in §6. 
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2.  Model 

We model the online auction as a second-price auction consistent with real-world online auctions on eBay 

(Roth and Ockenfels, 2002; Zeithammer, 2006). Our auction setting is similar to the Web-based auctions 

of Van Heck and Vervest (1998) in which one seller auctions a single item to many prospective buyers; 

much of the research in auctions has focused on this setting (see Klemperer (1999), for extensive literature 

survey of auction theory). Following the extant literature, in our model the seller has information about 

prospective buyers such that she has the ability to target coupons to different types of buyers.  

We consider a  private-value auction where each bidder knows his valuation for the item, which is 

independent of others’ valuations. The private-value setting has been supported by extensive literature that 

has empirically studied online auction platforms like eBay (Hou & Rego, 2007; Ockenfels & Roth, 2006; 

Roth & Ockenfels, 2002; Zeithammer, 2006). The seller has no intrinsic value for the good, and therefore, 

her reservation price is zero.  Following the literature, we assume that the cost of the good to the seller is 

sunk, and therefore, the seller’s objective is to maximize revenue from the auction (Myerson, 1981).  

There is empirical evidence to show that most of the online auctions have few bidders. Geldman 

(2003) examines a sample of 3,500 items across eBay categories and finds that 82% of the auctions have 

two or fewer bids although there may have been more than two potential bidders in the market. Since our 

context is online auctions, we develop a stylized model with two bidders: a high-valuation bidder with 

valuation 1Hv   and a low-valuation bidder with valuation 
Lv  where 

L Hv v . Our approach is similar to 

prior literature which has developed models with two bidders to study auctions (Budish and Takeyama, 

2001; Gale and Hausch, 1994; Maskin and Riley, 1985; Milgrom and Weber, 1982b).  Bidders’ valuations 

for the product are unaffected by the valuations of other bidders and are common knowledge.  

The bidders incur participation costs to participate in the auction.  Prior literature has described 

several sources of participation costs. Etzion et al. (2006) describe two sources: the cost of monitoring the 

auction and making bids and the waiting cost for the end of the auction. Cao and Tian (2010) state that 

bidders incur costs to learn the rules of the auction, to make bids, and opportunity costs to attend the auction. 
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Bajari and Hortaçsu, (2003) studied eBay auctions and found evidence that bidders face participation costs 

in online auctions. One of the key determinants of the participation cost for a bidder is his opportunity cost 

of time. Therefore in our conceptualization, high-valuation bidders on average, face higher participation 

costs. This is consistent with literature, including Narasimhan (1982 and 1984) who models consumers with 

higher wage rates as facing higher opportunity cost of time. Etzion et al. (2006) also assume that 

participation cost is higher for high-type consumers.  

Bidders’ participation cost is their private information though the distribution is common 

knowledge. The high-valuation bidder incurs a participation cost of  
Ht  which is drawn from U[0, 1]. 

Similarly, the low-valuation bidder’s participation cost is 
Lt  drawn from U[0,  ] where 1  . We refer to 

the parameter   as the relative participation cost of the low-valuation bidder. Each bidder learns his true 

participation cost before entering the auction. The seller only knows the probability distributions from 

which the participation costs of the bidders are drawn.  Each bidder computes his expected payoff from 

participating in the auction and enters the auction only if his expected payoff is non-negative.  

The seller can auction the good with or without issuing coupons. When she adopts a couponing 

strategy, she can target the coupon to specific bidder(s) and the value of the coupon can be different for 

different types of bidders. A targeted couponing strategy involves the seller targeting a coupon of value 
Lc  

to low-valuation bidder and/or 
Hc  to high-valuation bidder. The coupon has no value if the bidder does not 

win the auction. If the bidder with coupon wins the auction, then she pays the second highest bid amount 

less the value of the coupon. Note that coupon amount 
Lc  and/or 

Hc  may be greater than the second highest 

bid amount, resulting in net negative profit to the seller. The bidders are rational and can compute the 

seller’s couponing strategy. 

The summary of notations is in Appendix A. We make the following additional assumptions. 

1. The seller and all bidders are risk neutral and there is no collusive bidding by the bidders. Note that 

since our setting is one of private-value, the seller does not benefit from shill bidding and therefore 
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there is no shill bidding. Shill bidding may play a role in a common-value auction (Chakraborty & 

Kosmopoulou, 2004).  

2. Coupons cannot be traded and the bidder who wins the auction always claims the product. 

3. The seller’s cost of organizing the auction, the cost of targeting coupons, and the bidder’s cost of 

using a coupon are negligible. 

2.1   Participation decision of bidders 

In our model, the entry decision of the bidders’ is endogenous and we now describe bidders’ participation 

decisions. The low-valuation bidder’s entry probability is denoted by 
Lp  and the high-valuation bidder’s 

entry probability is denoted by 
Hp . The low-valuation bidder enters the auction only if he expects non-

negative surplus net of participation cost. He knows that if the high-valuation bidder enters the auction, he 

will not win. Therefore the low-valuation bidder’s entry probability depends on his expectation of the high-

valuation bidder’s entry probability. On the other hand, the high-valuation bidder knows that if he enters 

the auction, he will win but his surplus depends on whether the low-valuation bidder enters the auction or 

not. Hence, the high-valuation bidder’s probability of entry also depends on his expectation of the low-

valuation bidder’s entry probability. Note that our formulation of endogenous entry by bidders is consistent 

with Levin and Smith (1994) and Etzion et al. (2006). 

The seller may or may not target the bidders with coupons. We begin with a description of a general 

model where the seller targets each bidder with a coupon. Later we will examine the cases where some or 

none of the bidders are targeted by setting the corresponding coupon values to zero. Let the draws of the 

participation cost of high-valuation and low-valuation bidders be denoted as 
Ht%  and 

Lt% respectively.  

The expected surplus of the low-valuation bidder is: (1 )( )L H L L Ls p v c t    %. To understand this 

expression, note that the low-valuation bidder wins the auction only when the high-valuation bidder does 

not enter the auction, and in that case his payoff is ( )L Lv c .4 The low-valuation bidder will enter the auction 

                                                           
4 The case where the coupon to low-valuation bidder is so large that he wins even when the high-valuation bidder 

enters the auction is examined in Lemma 1a in the Appendix B. We show in Lemma 1a that it is never optimal for 
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when his expected surplus is non-negative or in other words, when 0 (1 )( )L L H L Ls t p v c    % . There 

exists a 
Lt% at which the low-valuation bidder is indifferent between entering and not entering the auction. 

We refer to this critical value of low-valuation bidder’s participation cost as L̂t . The low-valuation bidder 

participates in the auction only when ˆ
L Lt t% .  Hence, the probability of entry of the low-valuation bidder is  

 
(1 )( )

ˆ / H L L

L L

p v c
p t 



 
   (1) 

The expected surplus of the high-valuation bidder is: 

(1 )( ) ( ( )) .H L H H L H H L L Hs p v c p v c v c t       %  To understand this expression, note that the high-valuation 

bidder wins the auction whenever he enters the auction. When the low-valuation bidder does not enter the 

auction, high-valuation bidder’s payoff is ( )H Hv c  and the probability of this event is (1 )Lp . When the 

low-valuation bidder enters the auction then the high-valuation bidder’s payoff is ( ( ))H H L Lv c v c    with 

probability 
Lp . The high-valuation bidder will enter the auction when his expected surplus is non-negative 

or in other words, when 0Hs  . There exists a 
Ht%  at which the high-valuation bidder is indifferent between 

entering and not entering the auction. We refer to this critical value of high-valuation bidder’s participation 

cost as Ĥt . The high-valuation bidder participates in the auction only when ˆ
H Ht t% .  Hence, the probability 

of entry of the high-valuation bidder is  

 (1 )( ) ( ( ))H L H H L H H L Lp p v c p v c v c        (2) 

Under rational fulfilled expectations equilibrium, the equilibrium entry probabilities can be obtained by 

simultaneously solving the system of two equations (1) and (2): 

 
2

(1 )( )

( )

H H L L

L

L L

c v c v
p

c v




 

 
 (3) 

  

 
2

(1 )
1

( )

H H

H

L L

c v
p

c v










 


 (4) 

 

                                                           
the seller to issue such a large coupon to the low-valuation bidder that he wins even when high-valuation bidder 

enters the auction. 
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Since our setting is of second-price auction, the optimal bidding strategy for a bidder of type i  (

{ , }i L H ) is to bid his true willingness to pay with the coupon, that is 
i iv c  (Vickrey, 1961; McAfee & 

McMillan, 1987). The on-line auction ends with the highest bidder winning the auction and paying the 

second highest bid amount. We do not model the dynamics of the auction such as the sequence of bids and 

assume that the valuations are exogenous. 

In order to find the expected profit of the seller, we need to consider four scenarios: (i) no bidder 

enters the auction, (ii) only low-valuation bidder enters the auction, (iii) only high-valuation bidder enters 

the auction, and (iv) both types of bidders enter the auction. The resulting expected profit can be written as:

 ( , ) ((1 )(1 )*0 (1 )*( ) (1 )( )*( ) * ( )H L L H L H L L H H L H L L Hc c p p p p c p p c p p v c c                       (5) 

We now provide an overview of the tradeoffs associated with the couponing strategy. As discussed 

before, in our conceptualization, targeted couponing implies that the seller has the ability to provide a 

coupon of a particular value to any one type or more types of bidders. Couponing can be beneficial to the 

seller because targeted couponing may make a coupon-bearing bidder raise the bid amount, which may 

generate higher profit from the winning bidder in a second-price auction. If the auction-winner is a bidder 

without a coupon, then the seller’s profit increases due to couponing. On the other hand, couponing may 

hurt the seller if only one bidder enters the auction because the winning bidder redeems the coupon without 

any increase in the amount paid by the winner. Further, coupons may impact the entry probabilities of 

bidders because each bidder’s decision to enter the auction is endogenous in our setting and coupons impact 

the expected gain of the bidder(s) who has (have) the coupon(s) from entering the auction. Therefore, it is 

clear that the optimality of a couponing strategy is critically dependent on the balance of tradeoffs between 

the potential gain and potential loss to the seller from targeted couponing. The seller has several strategies 

for targeted couponing: (i) she may target both bidder-types simultaneously; or (ii) she may target only one 

bidder-type. First, in Section 3, we consider the benchmark case in which the seller does not issue any 

coupons. 

3. Benchmark Case: Seller does not issue any coupons 
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We start with a benchmark case to compute the seller’s profit when no coupons are issued. We will compare 

the profit from various couponing strategies to this benchmark to determine whether the couponing 

strategies are profit increasing. When no coupons are issued, the profit of the seller can be obtained from 

Equation 3 by setting 0Hc   and 0Lc  . The interior equilibrium entry probabilities of both types of bidders 

and expected profit of the seller from the auction are reported in Lemma 1 below: 

LEMMA 1: (Interior Region) The equilibrium entry probabilities of the bidders in the interior region are: 

2

(1 )L H

L

L

v v
p

v 


 , 

2

(1 )
1 H

H

L

v
p

v






 


 when (1 )L L Hv v v    and 1Hv  . The expected profit of the seller is 

2 2

2 2

(1 )( )

( )

L H H L

L

N

v v v v

v


 


 .  

All proofs of Lemmas and Propositions are provided in Appendix B.  

Lemma 1 explores the expected profit of the seller in the interior region where there is some 

uncertainty about the entry of the bidders, and therefore, the entry probabilities of both types of bidders are 

strictly in (0, 1). The conditions for the interior region require that relative participation cost of low-

valuation bidder ( ) is not too small relative to 
Lv  because otherwise the low-valuation bidder always 

enters the auction when he draws his participation cost. This condition can also be rewritten as 

1H L
L

v v
v

    
 

 , this implies that the valuation of the high-valuation bidder (
Hv ) should be high relative 

to valuation of low-valuation bidder. The equilibrium entry probabilities of both types of bidders and 

expected profit of the seller in the boundary region are reported in Lemma 2 below: 

LEMMA 2: (Boundary Region) The equilibrium entry probabilities of the bidders on the boundaries are: 

(i) If 1Hv  ,  then 0Lp   and 1Hp  . The expected profit of the seller is 0N  . 

(ii) If  (1 )L L Hv v v     and  1Hv  , then 1Lp   and H H Lp v v  . The expected profit of the seller 

is ( )HN LLv v v   . 

Part (i) of Lemma 2, states the boundary condition when the high-valuation-bidder enters with 

certainty. Note that the high-valuation bidder always wins the auctions when he enters. Thus the low-
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valuation bidder does not enter when the high-valuation bidder’s entry is certain. This situation is realized 

when 1Hv  , since the maximum participation cost that the high-valuation bidder can draw is 1. In this case 

the high-valuation bidder always has a non-negative surplus from entering the auction when the low-

valuation bidder does not enter. Therefore the low-valuation bidder has no incentive to enter and this 

boundary condition is realized. 

On the other hand, when the relative participation cost of the low-valuation bidder is small relative 

to Lv , then the low-valuation bidder is more likely to enter the auction. When the high-valuation bidders 

valuation is small enough (the condition in part (ii) of Lemma 2 can be rewritten as 1H L
L

v v
v

    
 

 ), the 

low-valuation bidder expects the high-valuation bidder to enter less often and that increases his entry 

probability. Hence when the stated conditions in part (ii) of Lemma 2 are satisfied, the low-valuation bidder 

always enters the auction, that is, 1Lp  .  

PROPOSITION 1: Comparative statics of entry probabilities in the interior region: When the seller does 

not issue any coupons, (i) the entry probability of the low-valuation bidder  Lp  increases with Lv , 

decreases with   and decreases with Hv . (ii) the entry probability of the high-valuation bidder  Hp  

decreases with Lv , increases with   and increases with 
Hv . 

 

Figure 1: (a) Impact of low-valuation bidder’s relative participation cost on the entry probabilities of both 

bidders  0.9,  0.5H Lv v  and (b) Impact of valuation of low-valuation bidder on the entry probabilities of 

both bidders  0.9,  0.4Hv   . 



Lp

Hp

p

Lv

Lp

Hp

p
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Figure 1(a) shows the entry probabilities of both types of bidders as a function of the relative 

participation cost of the low-valuation bidder   . The curved portion lies in the interior region as specified 

in Lemma 1 and the flat portion indicates the probabilities on the boundary as stated in Lemma 2. Similarly 

Figure 1 (b) shows the entry probabilities as a function of the valuation of the low-valuation bidder  Lv . 

 Note that the equilibrium entry probabilities in the interior region are determined by interplay of 

all the three parameters in our setting, namely 
Hv , 

Lv  and   and in turn the entry probabilities determine 

the seller’s expected profit. The following Proposition describes the impact of different parameters on 

expected profit.  

PROPOSITION 2: Comparative statics of profit in the interior region: (i) When 
2

2

L

H

v
v






 , the seller’s 

profit increases with 
Hv  and decreases otherwise. (ii) When 

2 (2 )L H

H

v v

v



 , the seller’s profit increases 

with   and decreases otherwise. (iii) When 
2

H
L

v
v   and 

2

H

L

H

v

v
v





 , the seller’s profit decreases with 

Lv  and increases otherwise.  

One would expect that an increase in the valuation of bidders will lead to increased profit to the 

seller. Surprisingly, the seller’s expected profit may not be monotonically increasing in the valuation of 

high-valuation bidder (Proposition 2(i) and Figure 2(a)), valuation of low-valuation bidder and the relative 

participation cost of the low-valuation bidder. To understand the intuition for this result, one has to 

understand the underlying dynamics in the model.  

The seller’s expected profit is mediated by the entry probabilities as stated in Lemma 1. As 
Hv  

increases, the entry probability of high-valuation bidder increases, but the entry probability of the low-

valuation bidder decreases because his expected surplus decreases when the high-valuation bidder enters 

more often. Replacing 0L Hc c    in Equation 1, 2 and 3, we obtain the entry probabilities  and the expected 

profit of the seller when no coupon is issued.  Let the joint entry probability be ( , ) *L H L HJ p p p p . We 
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have L

L H

H H

pJ
p p

p p



 
   which can be written as 

(1 )L H L

H

H

v p vJ
p

p



  

  
   

 
. Evaluating 

H

J

p




 at the two 

limits: 0Hp   and 1Hp  , we have: 0 0
Hp

H

J

p




  , 1 0

Hp

H

J

p




  . Hence ( , )L HJ p p  can be a non-monotone 

function of 
Hp  when 

Hp  is in the interior. Using Lemma 1, we have 
2

H

H L

p

v v

 

 



which can be positive or 

negative but does not change signs as 
Hv  changes. Therefore 

Hp  is a monotone function of 
Hv . 

 From Chain Rule, we can write: 
( , ) ( , )L H L H H

H H H

J p p J p p p

v p v

  

  
 . Since 0 0

Hp

H

J

p




   and 

1 0
Hp

H

J

p




  , and since H

H

p

v




does not change sign, therefore the joint entry probability ( , )L HJ p p  can be a 

non-monotone function of 
Hv . Note that the expected profit of the seller is * *L H Lp p v  and it can be written 

as ( , )*L H LJ p p v . Since ( , )L HJ p p  can be a non-monotone function of 
Hv , therefore, the seller’s profit can 

be a non-monotone function of 
Hv  for some parameter values. 

In summary, the seller earns a profit only when both bidders enter the auction, and hence, seller’s 

profit is determined by the joint entry probability of both bidders. Increased entry by one bidder causes the 

other bidder to enter less often. Thus it is possible that higher valuations that incentivize one bidder to enter 

more often may lead to a reduction in the joint entry probability and thus hurt the seller’s profit. Hence the 

impact of 
Hv  on seller’s profit can be non-monotone.  

 

N

Hv
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Figure 2: No Coupon Case: (a) Impact of valuation of high-valuation bidder on profit  0.5Lv  . (b) Interior 

and boundary regions with valuation of low-valuation bidder and low-valuation bidder’s relative 

participation cost  0.6Hv  . 

One would expect that an increase in the participation cost of any bidder would lead to a decrease 

in profit. Counter-intuitively, we find that an increase in the relative participation cost of the low-valuation 

bidder ( ) can increase seller’s profit. Using Lemma 1, we have 
2

2 2

(1 )
0

( )

LH H

L

v v

k v

p








. Thus it can be shown 

that ( , )L HJ p p  can be a non-monotone function of the relative participation cost of the low-valuation bidder 

 . Therefore, the seller’s profit can be a non-monotone function of  .  To understand this result note that 

seller’s expected profit is maximized only when both types of bidders enter the auction. As   increases, 

the entry probability of the low-valuation bidder decreases and that of the high-valuation bidder increases. 

When   is very small, the low-valuation bidder’s entry probability is high causing the high-valuation 

bidder to enter less often leading to lower joint entry probability than the maximum level. Therefore, as   

increases, up to a critical value of  
2(2 )H L

H

v v

v



 , the joint entry probability approaches the maximum level 

and the seller’s expected profit increases. After this critical value, further increase in   leads to reduction 

in the seller’s profit.  

The behavior of ( , )L HJ p p  with respect to the valuation of the low-valuation bidder, is similar and 

can be a non-monotone function of 
Lv  because 

2 2

2 (1 )
0

( )

H L

L

H

L

v

v

v

v

p 





 



 . However, the seller’s profit is 

( , )*L H LJ p p v  which can be monotone increasing in 
Lv  even when ( , )L HJ p p  is a non-monotone function 

of 
Lv . This can occur because the derivative of the seller’s profit with 

Lv is 

 * ( , ) ( , )
( , )

L L H L H

L H L

L L

v J p p J p p
J p p v

v v

 

 
   which is monotone in the interior region when 

2
H

L

v
v   and 

non-monotone otherwise. Thus we find that the seller’s profit can decrease even when the valuation of the 

low-valuation bidder increases. 
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 Figure 2b shows the interior and the boundary region with the valuation and the relative 

participation cost of the low-valuation bidder. Please note that we have labelled the interior region as 

“Uncertain Entry of L and H” in Figure 2b and this region represents the space where the entry probability 

of each bidder is strictly between 0 and 1. The boundary region is labelled as “L Always Enters, H Uncertain 

Entry” and this region represents the space where the entry probability of the low-valuation bidder is 1 

while the entry probability of the high-valuation bidder is strictly between 0 and 1. We can see that when  

  is large, the interior region is realized, whereas small   leads to the boundary where 1Lp  . The 

boundary region is larger when 
Lv  increases, for a given  .  

 Next, in Section 4 we consider the cases in which the seller issues a coupon to both bidders, or only 

to the high-valuation bidder or only to the low-valuation bidder. In Section 4.4 we evaluate the overall 

optimal couponing strategy. 

4. Targeted couponing  

In this section, we examine three cases: (i) the seller targets high-, and low-valuation bidders; (ii) the seller 

targets only the high-valuation bidder; and (iii) the seller targets only the low-valuation bidder. When the 

seller issues coupons, then the sequence of moves is as follows: first the seller determines her couponing 

strategy, which consists of determining the value and target of each coupon. Next, bidders enter the auction 

(with or without a coupon) with their respective entry probabilities. Finally, bidders place their bids and the 

winning bid is finalized.  

4.1 Targeted couponing at both bidders  

First, we analyze the case in which the seller targets a coupon of value 
Lc  to the low-valuation bidder and  

Hc  to the high-valuation bidder. The profit of the seller depends on the entry of different types of bidders 

and these entry probabilities are the same as those reported in Equations 1 to 4.  

One might expect that since targeted couponing increases the entry probability of the targeted 

bidder, it may be optimal to issue coupons to both bidders under certain conditions. Interestingly this 

couponing strategy is never optimal as stated in Proposition 3 below. 
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PROPOSITION 3: Simultaneously giving coupons to both low-valuation and high-valuation bidders is 

never optimal for the seller.  

To understand why it is not optimal to issue coupons to both bidders simultaneously in the interior 

region, note that a coupon issued to any bidder has two opposing effects on the benefits and costs of the 

coupon: (i) Effect on entry probability – it increases the entry probability of the recipient of the coupon but 

it reduces the entry probability of the other bidder (ii) Effect on value extraction – if the winner has a coupon 

then it has a weakly negative impact on profit otherwise it has a weakly positive impact. Issuing coupons 

to both bidders provides lower marginal benefit from changes in entry probability because the coupons 

work at cross-purposes. In addition, there is no improvement in value extraction from issuing coupons to 

both bidders. However the cost of couponing increases sharply as the winning bidder always cashes his 

coupon. Thus the net profit impact is negative and it is not optimal to issue coupons to both bidders.  

Now we describe why it is not optimal to issue coupons to both bidders in the boundary region. If 

the boundary involves 0,  1L Hp p   then the seller should not give a coupon to the high-valuation bidder 

as her entry probability is already maximized. Similarly, the seller should not give a coupon to the low-

valuation bidder as well as to the high-valuation bidder when 1Lp  .  

4.2 Targeted couponing to high-valuation bidder 

Now we examine the seller’s profit from targeting only the high-valuation bidder. We will then compare 

this profit to the profit in the absence of couponing to determine the parameter space in which targeted 

couponing to high-valuation bidder may be profit enhancing. Recall from Section 2.1 that couponing 

impacts seller’s profit through two avenues: (i) it serves to influence the entry probabilities of the two 

bidders such that joint entry probability can be increased (ii) it allows the seller to extract more revenue 

from the high-valuation bidder by incentivizing the low-valuation bidder to bid a higher amount. When the 

seller targets only the high-valuation bidder, then she can use couponing to increase the entry probability 

of the high-valuation bidder but cannot increase value extraction. This is because, the high-valuation bidder 

wins the auction whenever he enters. The coupon amount is deducted from the winning bid so the revenue 
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to the seller is * ( ) (1 )( )( )L H L H L H Hp p v c p p c    . Therefore, the coupon does not improve value extraction 

but carries a cost. Proposition 4 states the solution in the interior region when the seller considers targeting 

only the high-valuation bidder. 

PROPOSITION 4: (Interior Region) When the seller targets an optimal coupon only to the high-

valuation bidder, the equilibrium entry probabilities of the bidders in the interior region are: 

(2 )

2

L H

L

v v
p




  and / 2H Hp v  when  

2

2

22
2 L

H

L L

v
v

v v




  


. The optimal coupon value is 

2 2

* 2 ( )

2

L H L

H

v v v
c





 
  and the expected profit of the seller is 2* / 4H Hv  . 

Proposition 4 shows that if the seller wants to follow a strategy of targeting only the high-

valuation bidder, then it issues a coupon of strictly positive value when the valuation of the high-

valuation bidder is moderate. When the seller targets a coupon to the high-valuation bidder, the 

entry probabilities of both bidders are affected. Note that the entry probability for the high-

valuation bidder is no longer dependent on any characteristic of the low-valuation bidder such as, 

the valuation ( Lv ), and the relative participation cost ( ). From observation it is easy to see that Hp  

increases with Hv   and is independent of Lv . Lp  increases with Lv  and decreases with Hv  and  .  It 

is interesting to note that in Proposition 4 the seller’s profit depends only on the valuation of the 

high-valuation bidder.  

PROPOSITION 5: (Boundary Region) (a) When the seller targets an optimal coupon only to the high-

valuation bidder, the equilibrium entry probabilities of the bidders on the boundary are: 1Lp   and 

/ 2H Hp v  when  2
2

H

L

v
v


   and 2H Lv v . The optimal coupon value is 

*

2
H

H L

v
c v     

 
 and the expected 

profit of the seller is 2* / 4H Hv  . (b) The seller does not target the high-valuation bidder when (i) 

2
2

H

L

v
v


   and 2H Lv v  or (ii) 

2
2H

L

v
v


  and 

2

2

2 L

H

L

v
v

v



.  
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When the valuation of the high-valuation bidder is relatively small then the low-valuation bidder 

always enters the auction. The seller issues a coupon to the high-valuation bidder to increase his entry 

probability, however in this region, the low-valuation bidder always enters the auction ( 1Lp  ). It is 

interesting that when the seller issues an optimal coupon, the high-valuation bidder’s entry probability is 

the same in the interior region as well as in the boundary region.  

One interesting observation from Propositions 4 and 5 is that when high-valuation bidder is 

targeted, the optimal profit in the interior region and boundary region depends only on the valuation of the 

high-type bidder. The economic intuition for this result is as follows. The objective of targeting the high-

valuation bidder is to optimize joint entry probability of both bidders, specifically by increasing the entry 

probability of the high-valuation bidder. When the valuation of the low-valuation bidder increases, it causes 

two separate impacts on the firm’s profit, and these two impacts perfectly offset each other. First, increasing 

valuation of the low-type bidder increases profit because the winning bid is higher. Secondly, the increase 

in valuation of the low-type bidder reduces the entry probability of the high-valuation bidder, thus requiring 

a larger coupon which increases the cost of couponing. Thus these two effects offset each other and there 

is no net change in the seller’s profit due to changes in the valuation of low-valuation bidder. Similarly, any 

increase in the relative participation cost of the low-valuation bidder leads to reduction in the joint entry 

probability because the entry probability of the low-valuation bidder is smaller. This increases the high-

valuation bidder’s entry probability.  Thus the coupon amount to the high-valuation bidder decreases. The 

reduction in joint entry probability leads to lower revenue whereas the reduction in the cost of couponing 

leads to higher profit. These two effects cancel each other and there is no net impact of   on the seller’s 

profit.  

The regions for interior and boundary solutions stated in Propositions 4 and 5 are shown in Figure 

3 below.  Please note that we refer to the interior region as “Uncertain Entry of L and H” and the boundary 

region as “L Always Enters, H Uncertain Entry” in Figure 3. It is optimal to target a coupon at the high-

valuation bidder when the valuation of the low-valuation bidder is relatively large or the valuation of the 
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high-valuation bidder is relatively small or when the relative participation cost of the low-valuation bidder 

is relatively small.  

 

Figure 3: Target High-Valuation Bidder Case: (a) valuation of high-valuation bidder and low-valuation 

bidder’s relative participation cost  0.45Lv   (b) valuation of low-valuation bidder and low-valuation 

bidder’s relative participation cost  0.8Hv  .  

Now, we examine the impact of changes in bidder characteristics on the optimal coupon amount 

and the seller’s profit in Proposition 6 below.  

PROPOSITION 6: Comparative Statics of profit and coupon amount when high-valuation bidder is 

targeted. When the seller considers targeting the high-valuation bidder such that conditions in Proposition 

3 are satisfied, (i) The optimal coupon amount increases with 
Lv  and decreases with 

Hv  and  . (ii) Seller’s 

profit is increasing with valuation of high-valuation bidder 
Hv  and is independent of 

Lv  and  . 

To understand part (i) of Proposition 6, note that a coupon targeted at the high-valuation bidder 

serves to increase his entry probability and has no role in value extraction. When 
Hv  is low or 

Lv  is high 

or   is low, the low-valuation bidder enters more often and that discourages the high-valuation bidder from 

entering the auction such that joint entry probability is lower than the optimal level. By issuing a coupon to 

the high-valuation bidder, the seller provides an incentive to the high-valuation bidder to enter more often, 

thus increasing his entry probability. As  
Hv  decreases or 

Lv  increases or   decreases, the seller needs to 

provide stronger incentives and hence the optimal coupon amount increases (Figure 4b). Similarly, 

Hv



Lv



   

  

Uncertain entry of

L and H

  

  

L always enters

H uncertain entry
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L and H
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increasing 
Hv  increases the entry probability of the high-valuation bidder reducing the need for a coupon, 

thus leading to a lower optimal coupon amount (Figure 4b). The expected profit of the seller increases as 

the valuation of the high-valuation bidder increases (Figure 4a). 

 

Figure 4: Target High-Valuation Bidder Case: (a) Impact of high-valuation bidder's valuation on profit 

 0.2,  0.5Lv    and (b) Impact of low-valuation bidder’s relative participation cost on the optimal coupon 

 0.6Lv  . 

Recall from Proposition 1 (ii) that the seller’s profit is a non-monotone function of 
Hv , increasing 

with 
Hv  when 

Hv  is small and then decreasing with 
Hv . It is interesting to contrast this result with 

Proposition 4 (ii) where profit is monotonically increasing function of 
Hv . However, this result can be 

understood by examining the regions under which these results hold. When the seller’s profit is decreasing 

with 
Hv , it is not optimal for the seller to target the high-valuation bidder. The region in which the seller 

targets the high-valuation bidder is a subset of the region where the seller’s profit is increasing with 
Hv . 

The reason why the seller stops targeting the high-valuation bidder even when profit is increasing with 
Hv  

is that couponing carries a cost in terms of potential loss when only the high-valuation bidder enters the 

auction.  

4.3 Targeted couponing to low-valuation bidder 

In this subsection we examine the seller’s strategy  where she targets a coupon at the low-valuation bidder 

only. Recall that when the seller targets only the high-valuation bidder, then she can use couponing to 

increase the entry probability of the high-valuation bidder but cannot increase value extraction. In contrast 

when the seller targets the low-valuation bidder, she can use couponing to increase the entry probability of 
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the low-valuation bidder and also enhance value extraction from the high-valuation bidder. In this case, the 

revenue to the seller is  * ( ) ( )(1 )( )L H L L L H Lp p v c p p c    . The first term highlights the value extraction 

role of 
Lc  when both bidders enter the auction. The first term also indicates the influence of joint entry 

probability  *L Hp p  which also serves to increase revenue. Targeting the low-valuation bidder can help 

the seller adjust the entry probabilities so as to increase the joint entry probability. Finally, the second term 

( )(1 )( )L H Lp p c   shows the cost of couponing when only the low-valuation bidder enters the auction. 

Proposition 7 states the solution in the interior region when the seller considers targeting only the low-

valuation bidder. 

PROPOSITION 7: (Interior Region) When the seller targets an optimal coupon only to the low-valuation 

bidder, the equilibrium entry probabilities of the bidders in the interior region are: 
*

* 2

(1 )( )

( )

H L L

L

L L

v c v
p

c v


 

 
, 

* 2

(1 )
1

( )
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H

L L

v
p

c v




 

 


 when the high-valuation bidder’s valuation is relatively large such that  

2

*

2 *

3
,  1

3

L

H L L

L L L

Max
v

v v c
v v c

 



 
  

 
 


. The optimal coupon value is 

1/3 2
*

1/3

2 ( 3 )

3 332
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  where 

2(3 2 )Hva    , 3(5 3 )H Lvb v  , 22(2 ) 6(2 )H H Lv v vc     , 2 2( (3 ) 3 )L H L Lv v v vd     , and 

 
1/3

3 2 2 3 3 2 29 2 27 4(3 ) (9 2 27 )abc b a d ac b abc a de b       . The expected profit of the seller is 

* * 2 *3 *2 3

* 2

*
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H L L H L L H L L L L

L

L

L

L
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 . 

The seller considers targeting the low-valuation bidder in the interior only when he does not enter 

often enough. The low-valuation bidder enters less often when his relative participation cost ( ) is high 

enough – the condition stated in Proposition 7 can be rewritten as  
2 (3 )

3 1

L H

H

v v

v

 

 
 

 and, the high-valuation 

bidder enters more often when his valuation is high enough (
2

2

1 3

3

L

H

L

v
v

v





) as reported in Proposition 7. 
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Proposition 7 shows that if the seller follows a strategy of targeting only the low-valuation bidder, 

then it issues a coupon of strictly positive value when the valuation of the high-valuation bidder is relatively 

high. When the seller targets a coupon to the low-valuation bidder, the entry probabilities of both bidders 

are affected. From observation it is easy to see that 
Hp   decreases with 

*

Lc
 whereas Lp   increases with 

*

Lc
.  

PROPOSITION 8: (Boundary Region) The strategy of targeting the low-valuation bidder in the 

boundary is optimal when the high-valuation bidder’s valuation is relatively large such that (i) When  

*

1 *

1

1
(1 3 ) 1

2
L H L LB

L LB

v v v c
v c


    


,  the equilibrium entry probabilities of the bidders on the boundary 

are: 1Lp   and 
* 2

1

(1 )
1

( )

H

H

LB L

v
p

c v



  


  . The optimal coupon value at the boundary is 

*

1

1
( 1 2 3 )

4
LB H Lc v v     and the expected profit of the seller is 2*

1

1
( ) (1 2 3 )

8
H L L HL LB v v v v v     . (ii) When,  

Hv   and * *

1 * *

1

1 1LB L H L L

LB L L L

c v v c v
c v c v

 
       

 
 , the equilibrium entry probabilities of the bidders 

on the boundary are: 1Lp   and 
* 2

2
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1
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v
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  . The optimal coupon value at the boundary is 

*

2

1
( 1 1 4 ( 2) 2 )

2
LB H H H Lc v v v v        and the expected profit of the seller is

*

2

1
( 1 4 ( 2 ) 4 (1 )(1 ) 1 4 (2 ) )

2
H H HLB L H H Lv v v v v v v               . 

The difference between the two boundary solutions (boundary 1 and boundary 2), stems from the 

formulation used to derive the optimal value of the coupon in these regions, and is therefore, technical. 

These technical differences are discussed in proof of Proposition 8, Appendix B. It is interesting to note in 

Proposition 8 that the seller sometimes finds it optimal to issue a coupon to the low-valuation bidder even 

when he always enters the auction.  This occurs because the seller is motivated to target the low-valuation 

bidder for two reasons: (i) to optimize the joint entry probability and (ii) to improve revenue by increasing 

value extraction from the high-valuation bidder. When both bidders enter the auction, the high-valuation 
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bidder has to pay a larger amount when the low-valuation bidder has a coupon. We refer to this as the value 

extraction role of couponing. It can also be seen that the optimal coupon amount in the boundary region is 

decreasing with the valuation of the low-valuation bidder and it is increasing with the valuation of the high-

valuation bidder.  

The regions for interior and boundary solutions stated in Propositions 7 and 8 are shown in Figure 

5.  Please note that we refer to the interior region as “Uncertain Entry of L and H” and the two boundary 

regions as “L Always Enters, H Uncertain Entry 1” and “L Always Enters, H Uncertain Entry 2” in Figures 

5 and 6. We can see that the region for targeting the low-valuation bidder is larger when 
Hv  is large and   

is relatively large or 
Lv  is small and   is relatively large. The boundary region where the low-valuation 

bidder always enters the auction  1Lp   occurs when   is small relative to 
Hv  , or 

Lv  is small. Note that 

the coupon amount in the boundary region decreases with  
Lv  as stated in Proposition 8. 

 

 

Figure 5: Target Low-Valuation Bidder Case: (a) valuation of high-valuation bidder and low-valuation 

bidder’s relative participation cost  0.2Lv   (b) low-valuation bidder’s valuation and relative participation 

cost  0.9Hv  . 

Figure 6(a) shows the seller’s profit as a function of 
Lv . We can see the medium dashed curve in 

the interior region and the short dashed curve and long dashed curve in the boundary regions are both 

increasing with 
Lv . In these regions, it is optimal to target the low-valuation bidder. The very long dashed 
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curve, shows where it is not optimal to issue any coupons. In this region, the optimal profit can be a non-

monotone function of the valuation of the low-valuation bidder as discussed in Section 3. Increasing 
Hv , 

shifts the profit curves upwards as is shown in Figure 6(a). 

 

Figure 6: Target Low-Valuation Bidder Case: (a) Impact of low-valuation bidder's valuation on profit 

 0.09   and (b) Impact of low-valuation bidder’s relative participation cost on the optimal coupon amount 

 0.9Hv  . 

From Figure 6(b), it is easy to see that the optimal coupon amount to the low-valuation bidder is 

increasing with  . Note that in the case of issuing a coupon to the high-valuation bidder, the coupon amount 

decreases with   (Figure 4(b)). This is so because as   increases, the low-valuation bidder enters less often 

and therefore requires a larger coupon amount to induce more entry from the low-valuation bidder which 

increases the joint entry probability.  

In the next subsection, we examine the overall optimal couponing strategy of the seller.  

4.4 Optimal strategy for targeted couponing 

Now we determine the seller’s overall coupon targeting strategy by comparing the profit and feasibility 

conditions derived in Sections 3, 4.2 and 4.3. The feasible region for targeting only the high-valuation 

bidder is given in Propositions 4 and 5 and the feasible region for targeting only the low-valuation bidder 

is given in Propositions 7 and 8.  

PROPOSITION 9: Optimal Strategy for Targeted Couponing:  
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(i) the seller targets the high-valuation bidder when the high-valuation bidder’s valuation is relatively 

small such that  (a) 
2

2

22
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L L

v
v

v v




  


 or (b) 2

2
H
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v
v


   and 2H Lv v . The optimal value of the coupon 

for the interior region is stated in Proposition 4 and for the boundary region in Proposition 5; 

(ii) the seller targets the low-valuation bidder when the high-valuation bidder’s valuation is relatively 
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. The optimal value of the 

coupon for the interior region is stated in Proposition 7 and for the boundary region in Proposition 8; 

(iii) The region in which the firm targets the low-valuation bidder does not overlap with the region in which 

the firm targets the high-valuation bidder. 

Why is it optimal to target the high-valuation bidder when his valuation is low to moderate relative 

to the valuation of the low-valuation bidder and   whereas it is optimal to target the low-valuation bidder 

when the valuation of the high-valuation bidder is large relative to the valuation of the low-valuation bidder 

and  . The intuition behind this result can be understood through the interplay of the two effects of 

couponing in our setup, namely, (i) Targeted couponing impacts the entry probability of the targeted as well 

as non-targeted bidder to increase the joint entry probability (ii) Targeted couponing can be used to extract 

value from the high-valuation bidder.  

The impact of optimal couponing strategy is shown in Figure 7 which illustrates the joint entry 

probability with  . We refer to the interior region where the seller targets the coupon to the high-valuation 

bidder and the low-valuation bidder as “Target H: Uncertain Entry of L and H” and “Target L: Uncertain 

Entry of L and H” respectively. The boundary region where the low-valuation bidder always enters and the 

seller targets the high-valuation bidder is labelled as “Target H: L Always Enters, H Uncertain Entry” in 

Figure 7. The long dotted portion of the curve (on the left) shows the joint entry probability when the seller 

targets the high-valuation bidder with an optimal coupon, long dotted portion of the curve (top right) shows 

the joint entry probability when the seller targets the low-valuation bidder. Finally the solid curve shows 

the joint entry probability when the seller does not target either bidder.  
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Figure 7: Joint entry probability as a function of (a) the low-valuation bidder’s relative participation cost 

 0.7,  0.5H Lv v   and (b) the low-valuation bidder’s valuation  0.3,  0.7Hv   . 

We now describe the impact of couponing on entry probabilities. The entry probability of each 

bidder depends on their own valuation and participation cost and also on the valuation and participation 

cost of the other bidder. The entry probability of the bidder who receives the coupon (targeted bidder) 

increases because his expected surplus from entering the auction increases. At the same time the entry 

probability of the bidder without coupon (non-targeted bidder) decreases because his expected surplus is a 

decreasing function of the entry probability of the targeted bidder. This is because entry of the targeted 

bidder can reduce both the probability of winning and the surplus when non-targeted bidder wins. Since the 

entry probabilities of the bidders in our setup are interdependent, targeted couponing impacts the targeted 

as well as the non-targeted bidder. The seller obtains positive profit only when both bidders enter the 

auction. Therefore the joint entry probability of the two bidders is key to maximizing the seller’s profit. 

Thus profit can be improved by adjusting the entry probability of the two bidders through the use of targeted 

couponing. When the entry probabilities are such that one bidder enters much more often than the other, 

then targeted couponing can be used to increase the entry probability of the bidder who enters less often.  

The second effect of couponing is value extraction. When both bidders enter the auction, the high-

valuation bidder is forced to bid higher if the low-valuation bidder has a coupon. Thus the seller may obtain 

an additional benefit from targeting the low-valuation bidder. The value extraction benefit is moderated by 

the impact of couponing on entry probabilities because targeting the low-valuation bidder will lead to 
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reduced entry by the high-valuation bidder which can lead to reduction in profit. Note that there is no value 

extraction benefit when the coupon is targeted to the high-valuation bidder. 

The optimal couponing strategy is determined by balancing these two effects of couponing with 

the potential revenue loss from couponing. This revenue loss from couponing is incurred when a bidder 

who has a coupon is the only one who enters the auction or he wins the auction (if high-valuation bidder is 

targeted). When this happens the bidder is able to cash his coupon without any gain to the seller. Figure 8 

shows the regions in which it is optimal to target the coupon either to the low- or the high-valuation bidder 

within the parameter space formed by ,  ,  L Hv v  . Please note that we refer to the interior region where the 

seller targets the coupon to the high-valuation bidder as “Target H: Uncertain Entry of L and H” and where 

she targets the low-valuation bidder as “Target L: Uncertain Entry of L and H”. The boundary regions 

where the low-valuation bidder always enters and the seller targets the high-valuation bidder is labelled as 

“Target H: L Always Enters, H Uncertain Entry” in Figures 8 and 9.  Similarly, the two boundary regions 

where the seller targets the low-valuation bidder and the low-valuation bidder always enters are labelled as 

“Target L: L Always Enters, H Uncertain Entry 1” and “Target L: L Always Enters, H Uncertain Entry 2”.   

These regions can be explained by noting that when   is relatively small or 
Lv  is relatively large, 

the entry probability of the low-valuation bidder is high and this decreases the entry probability of the high-

valuation bidder. In order to maximize profit, the seller seeks to optimize the joint entry probability by 

targeting the high-valuation bidder. When   is relatively large or 
Lv  is relatively small then the entry 

probability of the low-valuation bidder is low. The seller seeks to optimize the joint entry probability by 

targeting the low-valuation bidder. When the relative participation cost for the low-valuation bidder ( ) is 

relatively moderate then the bidders entry probabilities are such that the gain to the seller from couponing 

is not sufficient to overcome the potential revenue loss from the coupon. Hence when   is relatively 

moderate, the seller prefers not to issue any coupons. As noted in Proposition 9, part (iii), the regions where 

couponing is optimal (Figure 8) do not overlap. However in a model with more than two bidders, it may be 

optimal to issue coupons to more than one bidder at a time. 
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Figure 8: Interior and boundary regions for targeting low- and high-valuation bidder with (a) valuation of 

high-valuation bidder and low-valuation bidder’s relative participation cost  0.25Lv   (b) valuation of low-

valuation bidder and low-valuation bidder’s relative participation cost  0.7Hv  . 

Figure 9(a) shows how the optimal coupon value changes with the relative participation cost of the 

low-valuation bidder. When the relative participation cost of the low-valuation bidder is low then the firm 

targets the high-valuation bidder, when it is moderate, the firm does not issue coupons and when it is high, 

the firm targets the low-valuation bidder. Figure 9(b) shows the expected profit of the firm with the 

valuation of the low-valuation bidder under optimal couponing strategy. When the valuation of the low-

valuation bidder is low then the firm targets the low-valuation bidder, when it is moderate, the firm does 

not issue coupons and when it is high, the firm targets the high-valuation bidder. 

Recall from Proposition 2 that when the seller does not use couponing, the joint entry probability 

of the two bidders as well as the seller’s profit is a non-monotone function of the bidders’ valuations and 

the participation cost parameter of the low-valuation bidder. It is interesting to note in Figure 9b that when 

the seller issues coupons, the seller’s profit becomes a monotone function of the valuation of the low-

valuation bidder. We have verified that this observation also holds true with respect to the valuation of the 

high-valuation bidder and the relative participation cost of the low-valuation bidder ( ). Thus we find that 
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when couponing is introduced, the non-monotonicity result is no longer present. This occurs because 

couponing allows the seller to internalize the externality caused by the entry of one bidder on other bidders. 

 

Figure 9: (a) Impact of low-valuation bidder’s relative participation cost on the optimal coupon amount to 

low- and high-valuation bidder  0.7,  0.5H Lv v   and (b) Impact of low-valuation bidder’s valuation on the 

profit from optimal targeting  0.1,  0.7Hv     

5.      Discussion  

In this paper, we analyze the impact of targeted coupons issued by a seller to bidders in an auction setting. 

First we provide an overview of our results and then discuss our contributions and highlight some 

managerial implications that follow from our analysis. 

We find that under endogenous entry of bidders, the seller’s revenue can be a non-monotone 

function of the valuations and participation cost of the bidders. The optimal couponing strategy of the seller 

depends on the relative values of the valuations of the bidders and the relative participation cost of the low-

valuation bidder. We find that it is optimal for the firm to target the high-valuation bidder when his valuation 

is low, the relative participation cost of the low-valuation bidder is low and the valuation of the low-

valuation bidder is relatively high. On the other hand, the firm should target the low-valuation bidder when 

the high-valuation bidder’s valuation is moderate to high, and the relative participation cost of the low-

valuation bidder is moderate to low. The seller earns a profit only when both bidders enter the auction, yet 

couponing may be optimal for the seller even when it leads to a reduction in the joint entry probability of 

the two bidders. We find that it is never optimal for the firm to simultaneously target both bidders with 

coupons. Finally, we also determine the optimal coupon values under each targeting strategy and find that 
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the value of the low-valuation bidder’s coupon increases when the relative participation cost of the low-

valuation bidder increases.  

We find novel results that are different from prior literature on couponing. In the context of online 

auctions it can be optimal for the seller to issue targeted coupons to the high-valuation bidder.  In contrast, 

prior literature recommends issuing coupons to low-valuation consumers for price discrimination or to 

marginal consumers to poach them from competitors (Narasimhan, 1984; Levedahl, 1984; Sweeney, 1984; 

Varian, 1989; Shaffer & Zhang, 1995; Fudenberg and Tirole, 2000). Another counterintuitive result is that 

there exist conditions under which it can be optimal to target the low-valuation bidder even when he always 

enters the auction. This is also different from the literature where coupons are typically used to entice 

consumers who may not otherwise purchase.  

These novel findings can be understood in the context of the two key forces driving couponing in 

auctions which differ from the key forces in couponing in the retail context. The two forces are (i) the value 

extraction role of coupons and (ii) the influence of coupons on the entry probability of the bidders. The 

value extraction role of coupons allows the seller to extract value from the winning bidder by making him 

pay a higher amount when the coupon increases the second highest bid amount. This dynamic does not 

exist in couponing literature in the retail context where there is no supply-side constraint and hence, 

consumers do not compete for a unit of the product. The second force of couponing in auctions influences 

bidders entry probability in two ways – there is a positive impact on the entry probability of the bidder who 

receives the coupon and a negative impact on the entry probability of other bidders. In contrast, in 

couponing in the retail context, there is only a positive impact on purchase probability of the recipient of 

the coupon. 

Our analysis generates insights that have implications for online auctioneers and platforms when 

there is endogenous entry based on valuations and asymmetric participation costs. Participation costs 

include the cost of inspecting auction goods, time cost of monitoring and participating in auction, search 

cost and delay cost from waiting for the auction to close. The extent of impact of participation costs on 

different bidders is likely to be different. The high-valuation bidders are likely to incur greater participation 
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costs due to their higher opportunity cost of time. These higher participation costs may result in lower entry 

probability for high-valuation bidders.  Therefore managers who sell items that appeal to high-valuation 

buyers such as expensive artwork and real-estate may need to provide incentives to high-valuation buyers. 

For example, Sotheby’s is a leading auction house for high-value collectable items and they offer value 

added services only to “Sotheby’s Preferred” members where membership is by invitation. This lowers the 

participation cost for high-valuation bidders and its impact is similar to issuing coupons to high-valuation 

bidders in our model. Similarly Auction.com which auctions residential and commercial real-estate has a 

VIP program for high-valuation buyers. Their VIP program provides several benefits including dedicated 

accounts associate, dedicated closing team, waiver of deposit and earnest money, and streamlined process 

for post-auction activities.  

Our findings related to the non-monotonicity of the joint entry probability of bidders have important 

implications for managers. The presence of a very high valuation buyer can make it unattractive for others 

to participate in the auction. Such concerns may be addressed by limiting the number of items that a single 

bidder can win in an auction. For example, the auctioneer may limit any single bidder to winning at most 

twenty percent of the auction inventory. This would reassure bidders with moderate or low valuation that 

they have a reasonable probability of winning an auction. 

Managers must be careful in using coupons in auctions because they lead to externalities on bidders 

who do not have coupons. Sometimes, this property of auction coupons can be leveraged to optimize the 

joint entry probability of multiple bidders.   We also find that it can be optimal to issue coupons to low-

valuation bidders even when they always enter the auction. Online automobile auction firms such as 

Copart.com and CarMax.com should consider offering coupons to low-valuation bidders who regularly 

attend their auctions but rarely win the auction. Such a strategy is beneficial because of the value extraction 

benefit to the seller – the low valuation bidder who receives a coupon can cause an increase in the amount 

realized from the bidder who wins the auction. 

Targeted couponing strategy can inform managers at eBay, which is one of the largest online 

auction platforms. It runs a wide variety of auctions every day ranging from high-value industrial items to 
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low-value consumer items. The auction platform used by eBay is the same across all these items. However 

bidder valuations and participation costs are likely to be very different in different categories of auctions. 

eBay can actively reduce the participation costs faced by high-value bidders by providing value-added 

services related to search and authentication to high-valuation bidders. They can also monitor the items 

listed in the high-value categories such as “Business and Industrial” to prevent low-value items being listed 

there. eBay could also partner with targeted couponing firms such as Aucser.com, Criteo, and Highco to 

make it easier for sellers to issue targeted coupons. High-valuation bidders may face large participation 

costs when they are either new to the auction site and thus need to invest time and effort to learn the interface 

and the rules for auctions or when the auction duration is relatively long. We recommend that when high-

valuation bidders face relatively large participation cost, managers should provide coupons targeted at them.  

6.      Conclusion and Limitations 

This paper analyzes the role of targeted couponing in online auctions. We find that the role of couponing 

in auctions is substantially different from other retail settings. Our stylized model assumes a private-value 

auction. How would the results change in the context of common-value auctions? If the bidder valuations 

were to be common value, then the impact of couponing will be different on the bidding behavior and the 

entry probability of bidders. In common-value auctions, the bidder without coupon may bid higher because 

the bidder with coupon bids higher and this may impact the entry probabilities of the bidders. One of the 

limitations of our model is that it features two bidders. Future research can study the conditions under which 

these forces generalize to multiple bidder auctions. There is some empirical evidence that the key forces 

discussed in our model may remain relevant even when the number of bidders is large (Wang et al. 2008). 

Moreover, we have also assumed that bidder valuations are common knowledge and this research can be 

extended by allowing bidder valuations to be private information. 

We studied a model of a single seller, however coupons could be used to attract bidders and obtain 

competitive advantage over other sellers in a setting with competing sellers. Another extension could be 

the analysis of couponing by an auction platform owner. For example, eBay has an “eBay Bucks” program 
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that awards a 2 percent cash-back to auction winners, which could be studied. Future research can also 

study the impact of relaxing our assumption of zero reserve price and the role of coupons in multi-unit 

auctions.  
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Appendix A: Summary of Notations 
 

Notation Definition Notation Definition 

H  Valuation of high-valuation bidder Hc  Coupon amount targeted to high-valuation bidder 

L  Valuation of low-valuation bidder 
*

Hc   Optimal coupon amount targeted to high-valuation bidder 

Hp  Entry probability of high-valuation bidder  Lc  Coupon amount targeted to low-valuation bidder 

Lp  Entry probability of low-valuation bidder  
*

Lc   Optimal coupon amount targeted to low-valuation bidder 

  Relative participation cost of low-valuation bidder  
*

N  Expected profit of seller with no couponing 

Ht%  
Draw of participation cost of high-valuation 

bidder 
*

H  
Expected profit of seller with optimal targeted couponing 

to high-valuation bidder 

Lt% Draw of participation cost of low-valuation bidder 
*

L  
Expected profit of seller with optimal targeted couponing 

to low-valuation bidder 

Hs  Expected surplus of high-valuation bidder ( , )L HJ p p  Joint entry probability of both types of bidders  

Ls  Expected surplus of low-valuation bidder 
*

2LBc  
Optimal coupon  targetd to low-valuation bidder in 

Boundary 2  

*

1LBc  
Optimal coupon  targetd to low-valuation bidder 

in Boundary 1 
  

    
 




